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notpurely forentertainment

T VII
create intrinsic motivation

gamified interventionist

gamification putting players in playful
mindsetaddingextrinsicrewards

to anactivity w o adding rewards shouldn'tinterfere w

intrinsicmotivationalframework intrinsicmotivation
noncompetitive

eventuallyfeels like a leaderboards a reinforcing
achievements a contingent on performance

PUNISHMENT standards causeplayerspoints to want to improve
punishingSyrewards deadlines

threats VOLUNTARY
COERCED LIE'Istmar participation
participation

GAME
simpledefinition a voluntary attempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles

in depth definition

FREE voluntary participation
SEPARATE UNPRODUCTIVE1MAKEBELIEVE clearly not real life

and has no impact onUNCERTAIN unforseeeable outcome real life

GOVERNEDBYRULES rulesonly ingameworld not IRL

needto have ALLto avoidproblem of extrinsicmotivations
by changing player's C mindset
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challengecreates
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to fail

MAKE BELIEVE
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allowplayers to let goof realworld
outcomes

needs to
be
unproductive
ayentionis Offeredbygame like

sothat
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world failureandnegativefeelings
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FLOW
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How to create flow in a game
0 cleargoal to focus on
immediate feedback on playeractions

tasks that challenge playerappropriately u

9 increaseconfidence self efficacy fmrefntesayifnth.rs

decreasenegatveemotions
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L W o see flow
buildself efficacy

raiseawarenesstoeffectchoing also gamesare cool
1 SOpplmoreinclined to learnwarning

Simplyraisingawareness is notenough
fromthemthantraditional

i Donot usefear relatedmessaging teachingmethods

Becarefulwhentrying to send amessage
It mayproduce the oppositeeffect



MDA 0
a framework for building
engaginggames

DynamicsMechanics emergentplayerbehaviors that
goals rulesets

components ofgang comeout of interactionw
elementsfor playerto interactw directly mechanics

domostof the workachievingdesired
outcomes

Aesthetics Outcome
emergentemotional responses behavioral or intellectual
that anise out ofplayerparticipating consequences ofinteracting w
in Dynamics game
8types ofaesthetics Gamespurely forentertainment

are usually purelyAestheticoutcomesensation seriousgames need to considera fantasy how Mechanics Dynamics and
a narrative Aesthetics affect outcome
challenge
fellowship Types of outcomes
discovery o Behavior change
expression Altitudechange
submission Information raisingawareness

Aesthetics are atype of Outcome self efficacy confidence
present in virtuallyany game explicitskills math proficiency

at a task etc
Implicit skills memory

reasoning etc
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